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Abstract

Wheels are one of the important components in the vehicle. The two wheeler, there are two types of wheels used. One is alloy wheel and another one is spokes wheel. Mostly alloy materials are used for fabricate the wheel rim. The main reason used for the alloy material is increase the efficiency of the two wheeler by reducing the weight. This project is to create the motor bike wheel rim model by using SOLIDWORKS software and the created model is analyzed by the ANSYS workbench software. The structures and system are evaluated by the ANSYS tool. In the ANSYS workbench analysis is simple for the complex structures. Visualization, pre-processing and analysis are the three process involved in the ANSYS. In this project aluminium magnesium alloy and steel alloy are chosen for the motor bike wheel rim. The Fatigue analysis is chosen for find the life and safety of the wheel rim. For the both materials the maximum force is applied.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In every modern vehicle it has part which is fully integral from the bearing. It is known as wheel development. In vehicle running condition, wheels are encountered by the dynamic loads and static loads by the help of the suspension system. In the vehicles, wheels are used for move the vehicle while it supporting a mass. A two wheeler wheel rim is shown in the figure 1. It is rotates in their own axis by the circular shape.

![Figure 1: Alloy wheel rim](image)

The rolling of the axle friction which overcomes from the facilitating motion is known as wheel. The external force or gravity needs for moment of the wheel its own axis. The flywheel, steering wheel and ships wheel are also works at the same mechanism. The important thing for wheel is economy and safety. Because humans are used the vehicle economically and safely. For designing and optimization of wheel have four technical problems. They are performance, manufacturability, weight and style of the wheel rim. Aluminium alloy, magnesium alloy and steel are used to fabricate the wheel rim. Some vehicle wheel rims are also made by the titanium material. The wheel rim design is based on the loading conditions which are applied over the rim.
2 MATERIALS AND METHODOLOGY

The designed motor cycle wheel rim was imported to the ANSYS workbench. In the ANSYS workbench software, the material was selected. In this paper, aluminium magnesium alloy and steel alloy D6AC were selected in the ANSYS workbench software.

2.1 Methodology

The motor bike wheel rim was created in the SOLIDWORKS software. The created bike wheel rim was analysed in the ANSYS workbench 15.0 software. In the ANSYS workbench, the motor bike wheel rim was analysed for its life by the fatigue analysis with two different materials. The results of the both materials are compared with each other.

3 MODELLING

The motor cycle wheel rim model was created by the SOLIDWORKS 16 software. The wheel rim dimensions are taken from the present motor bike (Honda shine) wheel rim. This method is known as reverse engineering method. The created motor bike wheel rim was shown in the figure no 2.

4 ANALYSIS

The ANSYS software is carried out the motor bike wheel rim analysis using FEA method. The motor bike wheel rim 3D model was created by the SOLIDWORKS software. The created 3D model was saving in the Step format. The maximum numbers of engineering problems are solved by the numerical analysis technique of the FEM. In this paper ANSYS workbench 15.0 is used for fatigue analysis the motor bike wheel rim with various boundary conditions. The import design from solidworks is shown in the figure no 3.
Figure 2: 3D model of the wheel rim

Figure 3: Wheel rim import to ANSYS
4.1 Meshing

For the drastic changes of the model is based on the meshing. It is suitable or common one for all parts in the computer simulation. The nodes are created in the meshing. In the analysis, different methods and tools are used for meshing the model. The fine meshing of the wheel rim is shown in the figure no 4.

Figure 4: Wheel rim mesh

5 RESULT AND DISCUSSION

5.1 Total deformation

The total deformation of the aluminium magnesium alloy and steel alloy are shown in the above figure no 5. The both materials are analysed in the same boundary conditions. The pressure and load are applied in the wheel rim.
Figure 5: Total deformation

5.2 Safety factor

Figure 6: Safety factor

Safety factor is important one for every component. The figure no 6 shows the safety factor for the aluminium magnesium alloy and steel alloy. Both material has maximum 15 safety factor. But the average factor safer of steel alloy is more than the aluminium magnesium alloy.
5.3 Shear Strain

The elastic strain of the motor bike is an important result because the change in dimension is also a safety factor. The Figure no 7 shows the shear elastic strain of the aluminium magnesium alloy and steel alloy.

5.4 Shear Stress

The component strength is based on the stress capability. The shear stress of the aluminium magnesium alloy and steel alloy are...
shown in the figure no 8. The both materials are analysed by the same boundary conditions.

5.5 Life

Life of the wheel rim analysed done by the fatigue analysis method. The component or wheel rim life is calculated in the figure no 9. By the above result the aluminium magnesium alloy has more life time than the steel alloy D6AC.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Results</th>
<th>Aluminium Magnesium Alloy</th>
<th>steel alloy D6AC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Life</td>
<td>$1 \times 10^8$</td>
<td>$1 \times 10^8$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shear stress</td>
<td>$2.8381 \times 10^6$ pa</td>
<td>$2.14888 \times 10^6$ pa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shear strain</td>
<td>$0.00010633$</td>
<td>$3.7458 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOS min</td>
<td>5.595</td>
<td>5.831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total deformation</td>
<td>$2.8490 \times 10^{-5}$ m</td>
<td>$1.0144 \times 10^{-5}$ m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9: Life of the wheel rim

Life of the wheel rim analysed done by the fatigue analysis method. The component or wheel rim life is calculated in the figure no 9. By the above result the aluminium magnesium alloy has more life time than the steel alloy D6AC.

The motor bike wheel rim was analysed by the ANSYS workbench software. The results of the both aluminium magnesium alloy and steel ally are showed in the above figures. The results values are noted in the table no for comparing each other. The results are getting by the same boundary conditions. In the above table the motor bike wheel rim life, safety factor, shear strain, shear stress and deformation are noted with the units.
6 CONCLUSION

The motor bike wheel rim was successfully created by the SOLIDWORKS software. The created model was analysed by the ANSYS workbench software. The fatigue analysis is done in this paper. The both aluminium magnesium alloy and steel alloy are analysed in the same boundary conditions. By the result by the above result the aluminium magnesium alloy has more life time than the steel alloy D6AC. The aluminium magnesium withstand in more stress. But the steel alloy has less deformation than the aluminium magnesium alloy. By the comparison the aluminium magnesium alloy is more suitable for the wheel rim.
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